INTRODUCTION
We describe an approach to estimating the proportion of sites occupied by a species of interest. We envision a sampling method that involves multiple visits to sites during an appropriate season during which a species may be detectable. However, a species may go undetected at these sites even when present. Sites may represent discrete habitat patches in a metapopulation dynamics context or sampling units (e.g., quadrats) regularly visited as part of a large-scale monitoring program. The patterns of detection and nondetection over the multiple visits for each site permit estimation of detection probabilities and the parameter of interest, proportion of sites occupied.
Our motivation for considering this problem involves potential applications in (1) large-scale monitoring programs and (2) investigations of metapopulation dynamics. Monitoring programs for animal populations and communities have been established throughout the world in order to meet a variety of ob- The first source of variation is space. Many programs seek to provide inferences about areas that are too large to be completely surveyed. Thus, small areas must be selected for surveying, with the selection being carried out in a manner that permits inference to the entire area of interest (Thompson 1992 The second source of variation important to monitoring program design is delectability. Few animals are so conspicuous that they are always detected at each survey. Instead, some sort of count statistic is obtained (e.g., number of animals seen, heard, trapped, or otherwise detected), and a method is devised to estimate the detection probability associated with the count statistic. Virtually all of the abundance estimators described in volumes such as Seber (1982) and Williams et al. ( in press) can be viewed as count statistics divided by estimated detection probabilities. Not allowing for delectability and solely using the count statistic as an index to abundance is unwise. Changes in the count may be a product of random variations or changes in delectability, so it is impossible to make useful inference about the system under investigation.
The methods used to estimate detection probabilities of individual animals (and hence abundance) at each site are frequently expensive of time and effort. For The second motivation for considering this estimation problem involves the importance of patch occupancy data to the study of metapopulation dynamics. The proportion of patches occupied is viewed as a state variable in various metapopulation models (e.g., Levins 1969 , 1970 , Lande 1987 , 1988 , Hanski 1992 , 1994 ). So-called "incidence functions" (e.g., see Diamond 1975, Hanski 1992) depict the probability of occurrence of a species in a patch, expressed as a function of patch characteristics such as area. Under the assumption of a stationary Markov process, incidence function data are sometimes used to estimate patch extinction and colonization probabilities (e.g., Hanski 1992 , 1994 , Moilanen 1999 . Given the relevance of patch occupancy data to metapopulation investigations and models, it seems important to estimate patch occupancy probabilities properly. For most animal sampling situations, detection of a species is indeed indicative of "presence," but nondetection of the species is not equivalent to absence. Thus, we expect most incidence function estimates of the proportion of patches occupied to be negatively biased to some unknown degree because species can go undetected when present.
In this paper, we first present general sampling methods that permit estimation of the probability of site occupancy when detection probabilities are <1 and may vary as functions of site characteristics, time, or environmental variables. We then present a statistical model for site occupancy data and describe maximum likelihood estimation under this model. We illustrate use of the estimation approach with empirical data on site occupancy by two anuran species at 32 wetland sites in Maryland collected during 2000. Finally we discuss extending this statistical framework to address other issues such as colony extinction/colonization, species co-occurrence, and allowing for heterogeneous detection and occupancy probabilities
METHODS

Notation
We use the following notation throughout this article: 4i, probability that a species is present at site i; pi, probability that a species will be detected at site i at time t, given presence; N, total number of surveyed sites; T, number of distinct sampling occasions; n, number of sites where the species was detected at time t; n., total number of sites at which the species was detected at least once.
Our use of p, to signify detection probabilities, differs from its customary use in the metapopulation literature, where it is used to denote the probability of species presence (our qj). However, our notation is consistent with the mark-recapture literature which provides the foundation of our approach.
Basic sampling situation
Here we consider situations in which surveys of species at N specific sites are performed at T distinct occasions in time. Sites are occupied by the species of interest for the duration of the survey period, with no new sites becoming occupied after surveying has begun, and no sites abandoned before the cessation of surveying (i.e., the sites are "closed" to changes in occupancy). At each sampling occasion, investigators use sampling methods designed to detect the species of interest. Species are never falsely detected at a site when absent, and a species may or may not be detected at a site when present. Detection of the species at a site is also assumed to be independent of detecting the species at all other sites. The resulting data for each site can be recorded as a vector of 1's and 0's denoting detection and nondetection, respectively, for the occasions on which the site was sampled. The set of such detection histories is used to estimate the quantity of interest, the proportion of sites occupied by the species.
General likelihood
We propose a method that parallels a closed-population, mark-recapture model, with an additional parameter ('4) that represents the probability of species presence. In closed-population models, the focus is to estimate the number of individuals never encountered by using information garnered from those individuals encountered at least once (e.g., see Otis et al. 1978 , Williams et al., in press). In our application, sites are analogous to individuals except that we observe the number of sites with the history comprising TO's (sites at which the species is never detected over the T sampling occasions); hence, the total population size of sites is known, but the focus is to estimate the fraction of those sites that the species actually occupies. One could recast this.problem into a more conventional closed mark-recapture framework by only considering those sites where the species was detected at least once. Use of such data with closed-population, capture-recapture models (e.g., Otis et al. 1978 ) would yield estimates of population size that correspond to the number of sites where the species is present. However, the following method enables additional modeling of ip to be investigated (such as including covariate information).
A likelihood can be constructed using a series of probabilistic arguments similar to those used in markrecapture modeling (Lebreton et al. 1992) . For sites where the species was detected on at least one sampling occasion, the species must be present and was either detected or not detected at each sampling occasion. For example, the likelihood for site i with history 01010 would be
However, nondetection of the species does not imply absence. Either the species was present and was not detected after T samples, or the species was not present. For site k with history 00000, the likelihood is
Assuming independence of the sites, the product of all terms (one for each site) constructed in this manner creates the model likelihood for the observed set of data, which can be maximized to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters.
Note that, at this stage, presence and detection probabilities have been defined as site specific. In practice, such a model could not be fit to the data because the likelihood contains too many parameters: the model likelihood is over-paramet-rized. However, the model is presented in these general terms because, in some cases, the probabilities may be modeled as a function of site-specific covariates, to which we shall return.
When presence and detection probabilities are constant across monitoring sites, the combined model likelihood can be written as L(a p) = n H pt (1 -pt)()t , ~~~~~~~N-n. X H (1 -Pt) + (1 -Using the likelihood in this form, our model could be implemented with relative ease via spreadsheet software with built-in function maximization routines, because only the summary statistics (n,, . . ., nT, n.) and N are required. Detection probabilities could be time specific, or reduced forms of the model could be investigated by constraining p to be constant across time or a function of environmental covariates.
We suggest that the standard error of 'j be estimated using a nonparametric bootstrap method (Buckland and Garthwaite 1991), rather than the asymptotic (largesample) estimate involving the second partial derivatives of the model likelihood (Lebreton et al. 1992 ). The asymptotic estimate represents a lower bound on the value of the standard error, and may be too small when sample sizes are small. A random bootstrap sample of N sites is taken (with replacement) from the N monitored sites. The histories of the sites in the bootstrap sample are used to obtain a bootstrap estimate of ij. The bootstrap procedure is repeated a large number of times, and the estimated standard error is the sample standard deviation of the bootstrap estimates (Manly 1997 Missing observations can only be accounted for in this manner when the model likelihood is evaluated separately for each site, rather than using the combined form of Eq. 1. For each of the 243 scenarios, 500 sets of data were simulated. For each site, a uniformly distributed, pseudo-random number between 0 and 1 was generated (y), and if y ' qj then the site was occupied. Further pseudorandom numbers were generated and similarly compared to p to determine whether the species was detected at each time period, with additional random numbers being used to establish missing observations. The qj(.)p(-) model was applied to each set of simulated data. The resulting estimate of qj was recorded and the nonparametric bootstrap estimate of the standard error was also obtained using 200 bootstrap samples. Generally, this method provides reasonable estimates of the proportion of sites occupied. When detection probability is 0.3 or greater, the estimates of qj are reasonably unbiased in all scenarios considered for T 2 5. When T = 2, only when detection probability is at least 0.5 do the estimates of qj appear to be reasonable. For low detection probabilities, however, qj tends to be overestimated when the true value is 0.5 or 0.7, but underestimated when qj equals 0.9. A closer examination of the results reveals that, in some situations in which detection probability is low, qJ tends to 1.
Simulation results
Fig
In most cases, the nonparametric bootstrap provides a good estimate of the standard error for 4,, the exception being for situations with low detection probabil-ities. Again, this is caused by tI estimates close to 1; in such situations, the bootstrap estimate of the standard error is very small, which overstates the precision of 1J. In general, increasing the number of sampling occasions improves both the accuracy and precision of 4, although in some instances there is little gain in using 10 occasions rather than five. If only two occasions are used, however, accuracy tends to be poor unless detection probabilities are high, and even then the standard error of t is approximately double that of using five sampling occasions.
Similarly, increasing the number of sites sampled, N, also improves both the accuracy and precision of 4t.
Not presented here are the simulation results for scenarios with missing observations. The proposed method appears to be robust to missing data, with the only noticeable effect being (unsurprisingly) a loss of precision. In this study, on average, the standard error of it increased by 5% with 10% missing observations, and by 11% with 20% missing observations. The bootstrap standard error estimates also increased by a similar amount, accounting well for the loss of information.
FIELD STUDY OF ANURANS AT MARYLAND WETLANDS
Field methods and data collection The data set was reduced by considering only the portion of data for each species between the dates of first and last detection exclusive. Truncating the data in this manner ensures that species were available to be detected throughout that portion of the monitoring period, thus satisfying our closure assumption. Including the dates of first and last detection in the analysis would bias parameter estimates because the data set was defined using these points; hence, they were excluded.
Three sites were removed after the truncation because they were never monitored during the redefined period. Fewer than eight of the 29 sites were monitored on any given day and the number of visits per site varied tremendously, with a very large number of missing observations (-90%). Note that in the context of this sampling, the entire sampling period included the interval between the date at which the first wetland was sampled and the date at which all sampling ended. A missing observation was thus any date during this interval on which a wetland was not sampled. Each time a site was visited, air temperature was recorded. Sites were defined as being either a distinct body of water (pond, lake) or other habitat (swamp, marsh, wet meadow). These variables were considered as potential covariates for detection and presence probabilities, respectively. The data used in this analysis have been included in the Supplement.
Results of field study
American toad. -Daily records for the 29 sites, monitored between 9 March 2000 and 30 May 2000, were included for analysis. Sites were visited 8.9 times on average (minimum = 2, maximum = 58 times), with American toads being detected at least once at 10 locations (0.34). Three models with covariates and one without were fit to the data (Table 1) and ranked according to AIC (Burnham and Anderson 1998). The four models considered have virtually identical weight, suggesting that all models provide a similar description of the data, despite the different structural forms. Therefore we cannot make any conclusive statement regarding the importance of the covariates, but there is some suggestion that detection probabilities may increase with increasing temperature and occupancy rates may be lower for habitats consisting of a distinct body of water. However, all models provide very similar estimates of the overall occupancy rate (-0.49), which is 44% larger than the proportion of sites where toads were detected at least once. The standard error for the estimate is reasonably large and corresponds to a coefficient of variation of 27%.
Spring peeper.-Daily records for the 29 sites, monitored between 27 February 2000 and 30 May 2000, were included for analysis. Sites were visited, on av-erage, 9.6 times (minimum = 2, maximum = 66 visits), with spring peepers being detected at least once at 24 locations (0.83). The same models as those for the American toad were fit to the spring peeper data and the results are also displayed in Table 1 . Here the two p(.) models have virtually zero weight, indicating that the p(Temperature) models provide a much better description of the data. We suspect that this effect is due, partially, to a tapering off of the calling season as spring progresses into summer. The tJ(Habitat) p(Temperature) model clearly has greatest weight and suggests that estimated occupancy rates are lower for distinct bodies of water (0.77) than for other habitat types (1.00). This is not unexpected, given spring peepers were actually detected at all sites of the latter type. Regardless of how the models ranked, however, all models provide a similar estimate of the overall occupancy rate that is only marginally greater than the number of sites where spring peepers were detected at least once. This suggests that detection probabilities were large enough that spring peepers probably would be detected during the monitoring if present.
DISCUSSION
The method proposed here to estimate site occupancy rate uses a simple probabilistic argument to allow for species detection probabilities of < 1. As shown, it provides a flexible modeling framework for incorporating both covariate information and missing observations. It also lays the groundwork for some potentially exciting extensions that would enable important ecological questions to be addressed.
From the full simulation results for scenarios with low detection probabilities, it is very easy to identify circumstances in which one should doubt the estimates of tJ. We advise caution if an estimate of 4i very close to 1 is obtained when detection probabilities are low (<0.15), particularly when the number of sampling occasions is also small (<7). In such circumstances, the level of information collected on species presence/absence is small, so it is difficult for the model to distinguish between a site where the species is genuinely absent and a site where the species has merely not been detected.
Our simulation results may also provide some guidance on the number of visits to each site required in order to obtain reasonable estimates of occupancy rate. If one wishes to visit a site only twice, then it appears that the true occupancy rate needs to be >0.7 and detection probability (at each visit) should be >0.3. Even then, however, precision of the estimate may be low. Increasing the number of visits per site improves the precision of the estimated occupancy rate, and the resulting increase in information improves the accuracy of the estimate when detection probabilities are low. We stress that whenever a survey (of any type) is being designed, some thought should be given to the likely results and method of analysis, because these considerations can provide valuable insight on the level of sampling effort required to achieve "good" results.
Logistical considerations of multiple visits will probably result in some hesitancy to use this approach, but we suggest that the expenditure of extra effort to obtain unbiased estimates of parameters of interest generally will be preferable to the expenditure of less effort to obtain biased estimates. If travel time to sites is substantial, then multiple searches or samples may be conducted by multiple observers, or even by a single observer, at a single trip to a site, e.g., conduct two or more 3-min amphibian calling surveys in a single night at the same pond. If large numbers of patches must be surveyed, then it may be reasonable to conduct multiple visits at a subset of sites for the purpose of estimating detection probability, and perhaps associated covariate relationships. Then this information on detection probability, perhaps modeled as a function of site-specific covariates, could be applied to sites visited only once. Issues about optimal design require additional work, but it is clear that a great deal of flexibility is possible in approaches to sampling.
Site occupancy may well change over years or between seasons as populations change; new colonies could be formed or colonies could become locally extinct. When sites are surveyed on more than one occasion between these periods of change, for multiple periods, the approach described here could be combined with the robust design mark-recapture approach (Pollock et al. 1990 ). For example, suppose that the anuran sampling described in our examples is continued in the future, such that the same wetland sites are surveyed multiple times each summer, for multiple years. During the periods when sites are closed to changes in occupancy, our approach could be used to estimate the occupancy rate as in our example. The change in occupancy rates over years could then be modeled as functions of site colonization and extinction rates, analogous with the birth and death rates in an open-population mark-recapture study. Such Markov models of patch occupancy dynamics will permit timespecific estimation and modeling of patch extinction and colonization rates that do not require the assumptions of p = 1 or process stationarity invoked in previous modeling efforts (e.g., Erwin et al. [1998] required p = 1; Hanski [1992, 1994] and Clark and Rosenzweig [1994] required both assumptions).
Often monitoring programs collect information on the presence/absence of multiple species at the same sites. An important biological question is whether species co-occur independently. Does the presence/absence of species A depend upon the occupancy state of species B? Our method of modeling species presence could be extended in this direction, enabling such important ecological questions to be addressed. The model could be parameterized in terms of TAB (in addition to iA and 0B): the probability that both species A and species B are present at a site. However, the number of parameters in the model would increase exponentially with the number of species, so reasonably good data sets might be required. For example, four additional parameters would be required to model co-occurrences between species A, B, and C (JAB, 4PACT PBC9 PABC), but if six species were being modeled, 57 extra parameters would need to be estimated. Not addressed are situations in which presence and detection probabilities are heterogeneous, varying across sites. Some forms of heterogeneity may be accounted for with covariate information such as site characteristics or environmental conditions at the time of sampling. On other occasions, however, the source of heterogeneity may be unknown. We foresee that combining our method with the mixture model approach to closed-population, mark-recapture models of Pledger (2000) The three extensions to the proposed methods are currently the focus of ongoing research on this general topic of estimating site occupancy rates.
Software to perform the above modeling has been included in the Supplement.
